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1. INTRODUCTION magnitude variation in Ne at specified altitude.*;.
The problem of orderly discussion is compli(':liedUnder average conditions, the electrons with
further l)y the very large variations that result
thermal energies that form the ionosphere result from solar storms and from energetic particle
from photoionization of the upper atmosphere by
ultraviolet and x-radiation from the sun and precipitation into the aurol'.d region.
In organizing the (liscussion, it would h'lvt, })e(,npossibly by corpuscular ra(liation. The:_c elec-
natural to choose a c(mdition of maximum er
trons are lost by recombination with ions simul-
minimum solar activity anti then tl'eat the varia-
taneously produced. The loss rate is slow enough
tions about it. However, observational evid(,nce
that the ionosphere persists throughout the night
at le'tst for the regions below 85 mid above 300 km
especially at tim higher altitudes.
is weighte(l heavily toward the middle of theIn addition to the above-described production
current solar cycle. For this reason, tl)c l('l'm
and loss mechanisms, gravitational and electro-
magnetic forces contit)ute to the determination of "average profile" is use(1 here for a noontime,
mid-latitude ionosl)hcre 'tt an epoch midw:Lv be-the altitude distribution of electrons the ('ombina-
tween solar maximum and sohtr minimum ('on(li-
tion of all these factors is such that several regions
with (listin('tive features are formed. This natural tions. "Average profile,_" will be d(weloped for
sul)division permits a discussion of the ionospheric each of the four sul)divi,_ions prior h) discussions
of temporal ,rod latitudinal changes about them.
electron distribution to t)e subdivided accordingly.
Solar storm an(l auroral phenomena shall be dis-Specifically, as will t)e don(. here, it allows for
separate discussions of the D (50-85 kilometers), cussed I)ut treate,.l as sl)ecial cv(,nts.
the E 185-140 km) and the F (140-1000 kin)
regions and of the outer ionosphere whi('h extends 2. AN AVERAGE O REGION ELECTRON
from 1000 km to sever'tl earth radii. DENSITY PROFILE
The elet.tron density (Ne) typi,':,Jly varies from The ]) region, even though the most acccssil_h_,
10acm-a in the D region, to 10'_cm-: in the E is the most di_('ult to study expcrim(,ntally I)e-
region, reaches a maximum of 106cm-3 at 300 km cause it contains the lowest ratio of electron to
in the F region and then decreases monotonically neutral gas density. The difficulty i)rincipally
to 10cm-3 at a distance of several earth radii, is eml)odicd in the separation of the c[(,ctron
The principal changes from a given electron deq- density and collision freqllcncy parameh'rs, which
sity profile will oecqr with time of (lay, with sea-. simultaneously c'.)nlril)ute to me_sured l)h(,nom-
son, with temporal position within the solar cycle ena. Separation of these two l)aranwters h'ts
and with latitude. The relative importance of been accoml)lished I)yexl)orimenls involving r'ulio
each of these effects depends upon the ionospl.eric propagation I)etwecn the earth and :t rocket.
subdivision under discussion. The dynamic na- Ground-I)ased experiments h.tve I)ecn carried out
ture of the ionosphere is evidenced l)y the fact by cross-modulation and partial-reflection tech-
that one of these effects can produce an or(ler of niques. One common denomin'_tor of ground-
based methods is that the altitude (h,pendence of
*Published as Ooddard Space l"li_ld Center Document .Y-4HS-_4-_9, electron density is extracted from the (,xpc,ri-
January 1964. This work was also published in "International
Dictionary of Geophysics" Pergamon Pre_, Oxford, England mental data only by assuming an cle('l ron collision
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frequency profile, usually that measured with _,:ould be considered mid-latitudes from the stand-
rocket experiments by Kane (196l). Rocket- _oint of a neutral atmosphele. However, it must
borne dc probes have been used but the theoret- ue emphasized that most of the results were
ical analysis is based on the assumption of a obtained at magnetic dos grc:ater than 70°. Con-
collision-free plasma sheath, an unlikely condition sequent!y, it justifiably could be argued from the
at D region altitudes, viewpoint of ionospheric physics that the profile
Yew D region profiles have been reported for is rr,ore representative of polar" conditions, in the
the "average" conditions. An average profile absence of solar storms and of auroral and
applicable to a quiet midday ionosphere is pre- magnetic disturbances.
3. VARIATIONS FROM THE AVERAGE D
......... I .............. REGION ELECTRONDENSITY PROFILE
Observational D region data are so sparse that
temporal and latitudinal variations are principally
hypothetical. Excluding special events, the di-
I urnal variation is the major effect, the D region
! being essentially non-existent at night, at least
from the standpoint of the N, parameter. The
results of Barrington et al (1962) indicate rapid
formation of the D region just after layer sunrise.
I We only can conjecture about the solar cyclevariation at this time. If the prevailing theory*
.... for D region formation is correct, then a solar cycle
_. , change of less than a factor of two in the entire
......... _' reference Ne profile would be expected because
l,'mt',¢El.--I) regionelectrondensit._'profiles of the relative constancy of the responsihle ioniz-
ing radiation (cosmic rays below 70 km and
Lyman alpha radiation between 70 and 85 km).
sentcd as curve A in Figure 1. It was con- Moderate (less than a factor of 2)latitude vari-
structcd from the space flight resultsof Aikin et al ations should exist in the lower D region, in
(1963) and of Hall (1963) and from the gronnd- accordance with the latitudinal dependence of
based observations of Beh'ose (1961) and of Bar- the flux of cosmic rays.
rington et al (1962). Lxcept for the latter results We turn now to the large electron density
above 75 km, there is agreement to better than a enhancements that occur in the D region during
factor of two I)ctwccn all data sets. The agree- special events and which generally are associated
ment is encouraging in view of the somewhat with radio-blackouts. BelroseandCetiner (1962)
different times and locations at which the data have measured the enhancement during a Sudden
were obtained. Ionosphere Disturbance* (Curve B of Figure 1),
The "average" profile is characterized by two an event occurring on the sunlit side of the earth
separate gradients which could permit different simultaneously with the appearance of a flare
nomcnchtture for the region below 70 km and the and having a time duration of about one hour. |
region l)etwccn 70 and 85 kin. It additionally It is seen that there is a general increase in Ne of _-
is characterized by an often seen minimum located about a factor of 10 during such periods of en-
close to the mcsopause (about 84 kin) which tends hanced X-ray activity. Even larger electron
to separate the D and E regions. The maximtim density increases have been observed with rocket
value of N, in the D region (N_D) for the stated experiments flown in eonnectioa with high latitude
conditions averages 700 electrons em -a. phenomena. Jespersen et al (1963) have ob- =
A note of caution needs to be injected in the ol)tained N, data during an auroral absorption
discussion of thi,a average D region profile. The
data on which it is t)a._ed were obtained at what ,s_ l)a_o, Chap_r.
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! event* (curve C of Figure 1) which is associated originating from tile disturban(.e introduced inlo
with a magnetic disturl)ance and the precipitation the medium un(ler study by the rocket carrier.
: of energetic electrons into the D region. Jackson However, (ltdle re('enlly the probe exl)erimenls
and Kane (1959) obtained an electron density have been "calibrate(i" I)y inch:cling them on the
profile (curve D of Figure l) during a Polar (?ap same rocket flights that contain propagation ex-
Absorption* (PCA) event whi(,h is produced I)y periments. This lends confiden('e to tile wdidity
". energetic proton prct'ipitation following certain of nighttime electron density profiles discussed
types of solar flares. It should t)e noted dmt the in the succeeding section and wbi(.h lmve been
_ PCA data were o!)tained during the early phases ot)tained from probe exl)eriments because of their
! of the event Ground-bttse,.l measurements of inherent high sensitivity.
ra(lio absorption indicate much larger electron An E region No profile representin/g tile average
density enhancements during the main phase of a el)rained by many rocket experiments ;s identi
PCA.
Knecht (1963) has called attention to a fourth ......,, _ -- -_ .......... _r
type of anomalously high D region absorption
event observed frequendy during the winter at
temperate geographic latitudes. Electron density
increases of up to a factor of ten have been
reported in instances not associated with magnetic _ _% .. (disturl)ances or a PCA event. In general, since
these and seasonal variations in N° have been _
inferred from ground-I)ased techniques, the N°
profiles likely should t)e. treated as qualitative __+_
because the measured pimnomena might also
represent temporal changes in the electron col-
lision frequency parameter, whi(.h was assumed .. ' ' .....
to 1)econstant in deriving N,.
lZmq.u_;2.--1) and E regi,)neh,ctr_mden._ityprofiles
4. AN AVERAGE E REGION ELECTRON
DENSITY PROFILE
fled as the upper po,'tion of cu,'ve A in Figure 2.
The altitude interwtl ascribe(l here to the 1"_ It is evident that tile E region profile ('ontains
region lies between 85 and 140 km. The largest two distinct altitude interwds. Tim ilrst (85-
body of date. concerning its I)ehavit, r has been 100 km) is characterized I)y one (_f the largest
obtained by use of the c(mventional ground-I)ased positive electron density gradients 't(I)out l04 elec-
ionosonde. These results are particularly im- trons cm -3 per kilometer) found in the ionosl)here.
portent to our understanding of the geographic Most theoreticians ascribe the ehmtrons found in
and temporal variations of the E region under this altitude interval to the combined effee,t._ of
sunlit conditions. Unfortunately, the ionosonde Lyman _ (1026 _) :rod x-radiation (llX)-30 _).t
experiment is not well suited for the determination The second region (100-140 kin), believed to
of the detailed altitude dependence of E region result from the combined effects of x-rays and of
electron densities, especially under nighttime ra(liation l)rincipally in the 1027-911 ,_ l)ortion of
conditions, tile ultra-violet spectrum,t is characterized by a
Our knowledge of the fine structure of the E relatively constant electron density. In fact, it is
region electron density profile has come from the absen('e of a significant "valley" in tile day-
rocket experiments. These have been of two time profiles that rel)resents one of the most
general types: radio propagation between the important results of the early rocket experiments.
rocket and the earth and direct-sampling probes. This feature has made it quiet difficult to discuss
It generally is recognized that the propagation separately the E and F regions _f tile ionosphere.
experiments produce the most aceurt:te profiles
because they are relatively free of possible errors t._ n n,._io,('J,a,,t_,.
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5. VARIATIONS FROM THE AVERAGE E compared to the above-described diurnal: solar
REGION ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILE cycle and seasonal effects. This most likely is
because such events are associated with energetic
The major change from the average E region radiation which penetrates into the D region
profile is diurnal in nature. It is possible from before ionization results. The most frequent E
ionosonde data to construct a detailed temporal region anomaly is not necessarily :,ssociated with
variation at specific latitudes of the maximum such events. Rather, it exhibits a rather random
electron concentration (N,,E) in the E region for temporal variation which has led to the nomen-
the sunlit hours. There is a symmetrical varia- clature of sporadic-E or E, ionization.
tion about a noontime value of 1.2X 10:' electrons
cr1-3 down to 5X104 electrons cm -3 near the One common form of E, ionization is a thin
sunrise and sunset hours. Two nighttime profiles layer in which the electron density is considerably
obtained from rocket experiments I)y L. G. Smith higher than the region immediately below and
above. Rocket experiments have best described(1962) are presented in Figure 2, curve B repre-
the altitude characteristics of this type of E,senting an evening condition and curve C a pre-
dawn situ"tion. With the exception of the much ionization, examples of which ar_. illustrated by
lower value of "' ,' the dashe(l portions of the nighttime profilcs1_,,l,, the features that best dis-
shown in Figure 2. It is seen that the N, enhance-tinguish the nignttime profiles from the average
profile are (a) the existence of a "pronounced" ment e.m t)e as large as 6 and that the thickness
vahm above ll0 km which extends into the F1 of the layer measured at half the peak electron
region and (b) the irregular fine structure. Pro- density can be smaller than 0.5 km. Larger N,
files (liurnally spaced as ih Figure 2 have been enhancements have been observc(l and there is
used tc_ infer the rate of destruction ,3f electrons evidence that the horizontal extent sometimes is
in the E region. They are t)elieve(l to be lost measure(l in hundreds of kilometers. Another
mainly I)y recoml)ination with diatomic ions.* common form of E. ionization is characterized
An effective E region recombination coefficient by large electron dcnMty gradients lying below a
of 2 X 10-Scm'&ec -t has been computed from data region of relatively constant electron density.
such as that cent.tined in Figure '2. Smith (1957) and Se(ldon (1962) have reviewed
Solar cycle, seasonal and latitude variations of the occurrence probability of E, ionization. Sed-
NInE are small compared to a complete diurnal don finds that the preferred altitudes are 100,
variation. This conclusion from ionos_mde 105, 111, 117 and 129 kin, three of which arc
data is qnite important since it tends to narrow approximately confirmed l)y the nighttime pro-
files shown in Figure 2. Smith finds that E, isthe hypotheses concerning formation of that por-
tion of the E region lying ahove 100 km to those principally a nighttime phenomenon in and near
which include ionization sources having quite the auroral zone but conversely that it is more a
stable long term characteristics. Additionally, permanent daytime feature in a narrow band
centered at the geomagnetic equator. Here wethere is an important implication in f:wor of a
time independent structure of the neutral atmos- caution again timt auroral characteristics might
extend to magnetic clips as low as 70 ° and con-phere. Ionosonde data indicate that the noon-
time value of N,E is only al)out 50 percent larger sequently in North A.rnerica down to what nor-
during sunspot maximum than during sunspot really is eor_sidcred mid-latitudes. At the middle
minimum. There are seasonal variations in NInE magnetic latitudes, the E0 occurrence probability is
of up to a factor of two at midlatitudes with the mostly seasonal in nature with the predominance [
maximum occurring in June and the minimum in is summer months.
December in the northern hemisphere. There ,mdoubtedly are several eausativ_e me-
The perturbations in E region electron density chanisms for E, phe:,omena, the most likely being
during solar flares, magnetic storms and auroral the combined existence of wind shear and rang-
events are known from ionosonde data to be amall netic field for the mid-latitudes and two stream
plasma instability for the equatorial and perhaps
*seer:n_tto, Ch_i,t_,. the auroral tones (ef Knecht, 1963).
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__ 6. AN AVERAGE F REGION ELECTRON In addition to electron prouuction and loss, ..L
..' D_NSITY PROFILE third process (diffusion) becomes effective at
higher F2 altitudes and contributes to tile form.t-
Of all the ionospheric subdivisions, the F region Lion of the I,'2 peak. Diffusion or motion of the
is the most variabk.. D;urnal, solar cycle and electron-ion gas can take place in accordance v_ilh
_.atitudinal effects c_n each produce changes of gravitational or electro-m'_gnetic forces. Diffq-
almost an order of magnitude. Additionally, sion is more effcctwt than elect,on production or
_- seasonal variations are quite large. Thus, it loss at altitudes above the F2 peak and i.s the
vhould not be surprising if the average F region
rr_on for the exl)onential decrease of N, with
profile presented here is razely observed. altitude.*
_" The average F region profile, constructed from Our average F2 region can be defined in the
_ rocket results obtained under the appropriate Northern H(m!sphcre as lying between 40° and<
conditions, is superimpose,t on the ..¢erage D 70° magnetic dip. This permits us to minimize
and E region profiles as curve A in Figure 3. As the corpuscular radiation effects that influem'c
auroral ionosphere "rod also m neglect diffusion
_ 0: , , ,,,,r] , , r ,,,,q , i , ,it,, I , , .... ;r
of the thermal electrons horizontally 'th)ng mag-
i _ netic field lines, a low latitude l)henomcnon. In
_ _'.,_X_V_'" this restricteti reference ,_:titu(,c reg,on, the lend-
_ ency is for the Ul>per ionosl)heric, ,,,h.t.trons to i)e
i distril)utcd in accordance, with (liffusive equili-
:_' brium. Specif,eally, the pr'_file al)ove h......I:._ is
heavily dependent on the me:m ionic mass and
_' __ _ _ the aver'Ego of the' electron and ion temperatures.
i .. _ _-.___ _ The reference upper iont_sphere l)rofilc in l,'igurc,
..... 3 is characteristic of that obtained in the prcs-
J
'. _ :.................. once of a single ionic constituent (0 _) and an
" , , , ° average isotherm.d electron-ion temperature of
" " '°' ,...... _',....... '.... 1600°K.
l:u:uaE 3.--Typical D, E, and F regioneiectrondensity 7. VARIATIONS FROJ_'THE AVERAGE F
: profiles REGION ELECTRONDENSITY PROFILE
• The existence of :t distinct FI region is only a
,. shown_ the F region contains the aldtude (h,,,_F2) daytime f_ature of the ionosphere. Furtimrmore,
of the maximum electron concentration (Nm,_F2) there is ionoson(le evidence that even its very exist-
• found in the ionosphere. Average values for once under daytime c_,nditions is seasonally de-
: h.,,,F2 and No,,F2 are 280 km and 106electrons pendent. Its occurrcnte probability i:, highest in
"_ cm -a, respectively. The daytime sub-peak region summer at solar maximum and is extremely low
can be divided into two altit,tde intervals, the in winter at soNr minimum. When it thM_se.xist,
bases of which are identii_ed by positive electron the maximum electron density x'ahu._ IN ..... FI)
density gradients. The classical nomenclature show only a small dependence on h,ml)oral
for these subdivisions are F1 (approximately position within a solar cycle.
' 140-200 kin) and F2 (above 200 km). The behavior of N,,,,,,F2 and of h......1:2 is _....
It is likely that the electrons in the F region tremely complicated. At mid-_,ttitude:', dining
are produced by the same portion of the ultra- winter mouths, N ......F2 decreases by a factor of
violet sveetrum as fe.r the upper E regi.or. The about 4 from day to qi_;i_t. This dmrnal effect
N, gradients that identify the F region probably i_ aecomp:mied by a, increase in h,,_,F2 of about
are the result of changes from electron loss through 70 kin. These feut ures are i,rought out in Figure
direct recombination to loss mechanisn-s involving 3 by comparison of curves _ and B x_hich respec-
an intermediate process of ion-atom in,erehange Lively represent day t,ml night conditi,,ns. It
prior to recombination. *._,_F_i0,, o,_,t_,.
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should be noted that at night the breadth of the F2 to October-December, 1962, and thus are more
peak is smaller and more importantly, that above representative of solar minimum conditions. The
the F2 peak there is a more rapid decrease of iV, data apply only to geographic latitudes 35-40°N
with altitude. The more rapid decrease ssbrought over North America which lie within our defini-
about by a corresponding reduction of the electron tion for average F2 conditions. The most strik-
and ion temperatures, ing feature is that the diurnal variation decreases
It is known from ionosonde data that, at mid- with altitude. This may be caused by the rela-
latitudes in winter, there is up to an order of tive importance of the 0+, He +, H + ions which
magnitude decrea._.ein Nm_, from solar maximum vary between night and day in such a way that
to solar minimum. The solar cycle effect is the lighter constituents become more important
smaller in summer than in winter. To illustrate at night. The lower mean ionic mass at night
further the extreme variability of the F region we tends to overcome the effect of lower charged
are faced with a seasonal anomaly, whereto for a particle temperatures and lower values of NmazF2
given epoch there is a decrease in Nmax of up to in determining the electron density at higher
a factor of four from winter to summer, altitudes.
Because it only has been recently explored to As we have implied previously, there is a ore-
any extent, detailed temporal variations of the nounced latitude effect on the F2 region. The
upper F _egion consist only of diurnal studies existence of an ionospheric equatorial anomaly
based principally on Alouette Topside Sounder was first detected by ionosonde experiments which
Satellite results. Observational Alouette data since have provided details of its bottomside
(Bauer and Blumle, 1964) illustrating the diurnal characteristics. A more detailed description of
variation of Ne for altitudes between 400 and 1000 the anomaly has come from the dramatic results
km are shown in Figure 4. They are applicable of the Alouette Topside Sounder Satellite. An
idealized representation of the diurnal behavior
] ] [ I I of this anomaly over South America is illustrated
in Figure 5 (Jackson, 1964). It was prepared by !
combining the satellite results of Lockwood and
400KM Nelms (1964) with ionosonde data by Wright
_o, - - (1962). Plotted are idealized isoelectronic con-
tours as a function of altitude and latitude for
1000 J ELECTRON DENSITY IN UNITS OF 104/CM -3
__
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- J_ _0
Z 0 / I IM_E.
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I_ . $ •
_o' - - _m s
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-- _. 45
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]"IGVaE 4.--Diurnal wlriation of electron density in the _IGURE &--Idealized representation of the equatorial
upper ionospb-re (Bauer and Blumle, 1964) anomaly (Jackson, 1964)
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three diurnal conditions representa[ive of the with the middle latitude results represented by
_ late 1962 period. Figure 4.
It is seen from Figure 5 that the anomaly is 8. ELECTRONDENSITIESAT VERY HIGH
: mainly a daytime feature. For midday condi- ALTITUDES
i tions, a pronounced dome or peak in electron Very few electron density distributions have
_'_ density occurs over the geomagnetic equator with been obtained for the region above 1000 km at
acorrespondingincveasein h .... F2. In late after- magnetic dips 40o-70 °. Tile few that do exist
"_ noon, the equatorial dome is the dominant feature (cf Hanson, 1962; Bauer and J'tckson, 1963;
: only at altitudes above 600 km. Below this Donley, 1963)have been in_erprete(i in terms of
::_ altitude, two N, peaks are located symmetrically
_ an isothermal ionosphere in diffusive equilibrium.
.i about the geomagnetic equator along a specific
magnetic field line. King et al (1963) have made _---_ .......
satellite studies of the anomaly near Singapore
._: with somewhat different results. They find that ........
the formation of the double peak occurs much ..
._ earlier in the day for lhe easterly longitudes.
The diurnal behavior of the equatorial anomaly •
suggests that its characteristics are closely related
_ to the competition between electron production ; -
_ which tends to maximize N, at the sub-solar lati-
'_ tudes and diffusion along magnetic field lines which
tends to produce a symmetrical N_ distribution
'_ about the geomagnetic equator. _r'''.______._____
The equatorial anomaly causes the appearance .........
of small ionization ledges to appear on N, altir_ude Flc.UitE6.--Electron density profih,s in the outer i(mo-
_, profiles wherever the appropriate magnetic shell sphere at mid-latitudes
". appears. The appropriate shell for this
_ case using the MeIlwain (1961) notation In Figure 6, two such profiles, one for a (iaytin_e
" occurs at magnetic L values which vary from (curve A) and the other for a nighttime conditions
! 1.06 to 1.18. This particular field-aligned ion- (curve B) have been superimposed on "_ tyl)i("tl
• ization enhancement has been varified experi- lower ionosphere profile. The distribution '_t)ove
mentally by direct measuren.ents of N_ on the 1500 km for the daytime case corresponds to what
Ariel satellite (Sayers et aJ, 1963) and by Alouette would be expected fo_ a plasma predominated
satellite results (King et al, 1963). The latter by He + ions and for an average electron-ion
have identified additional field-aligned ledges temperature of 1600°K. This infers that protons
detected from the Ariel and/or Aiouette satellite for the daytime ionosphere in the middle of the
_. results with the region of maximum flux of elec- solar cycle do not become effective below 3500
-' trons from the artificial radiation belt (L= 1.22_+ km (of Hanson, 1962). The distribution al)ove
:.. .02), with the heart of the inner radiation belt 1000 km for the nighttime case, on the other h:md,
(L= 1.6+0.1) and with the most intense portion
- corresponds to tt + ions and an average electron-
.' of the outer radiation belt (L-_4.0). Other ion temperature of 800°K. The two profiles sug-
_: ledges appear at L = 2.2_+0.1 and at 4.5 < L < 6.5. gest that electrons are more abun(lant at the very
_ At higher latitudes, the electron scale height high altitudes for a nighttime than for a daytime
. at 500 km increases markedly with latitude from condition. It shouht be remembered, however,
_ what would be inferred fron" Figure 4 (King et al, that the available rocket data on which these
i! 1963). There also is evidence (Bauer and Blumle, profiles depend were obtained at different per-
private communication) that at the higher lati- tions of the solar cycle. Still, it is al._o possible
tudes the diurnal variation of N, above h,mF2 is to infer greater electron densities at night at
relatively constant with altitude, in contrast altitudes above 1500 km by extrapolating profiles
i
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RESEARCH WITHIN THE IONOSPHERE*
+
is ROBERT E. BOITRDEAU
+, As in the other space sciences, our understand- ionospheric research, the ground-based ionosondc.
! ing of the mechanisms which govern the charac- With this "low-frequency radar," one measures
-_ teristics of the earth's ionosphere has been the time between transmission of a radio signal
enriched by the recent, golden opportunities to from the earth to reception of the echo reflected
)" perform e>periments on rockets and satellites from the ionosphere. The electron density at the
'il which pass through the medium under study, poir.t of reflection is proportional to the square of
: This understanding also has been improved by the the frequency. Therefore, when this is done as a
'" use of new and exciting ground-based experiments, function of frequency it is possible to obtain elec-
Traditionally, the ionosphere is defined as that tron density as a function of altitude. We have
portion of the upper atmosphere which contains learned much about the temporal and latitudinal
a significant number of charged particles with behavior of the electron distribution in the lower
"_ thermal energies (tenths of an electron volt or ionosphere through long term worhl-wide use of
less). Ionospheric charged particles, electrons ionosonde apparatus.
and ions, result from ionization of the neutral con- It is the purpose of this paper to summarize
stituents by ultraviolet and X-radiation from the recent advances in our understanding of the iono-
sun and possibly by corpuscular radiation. The sphere with emphasis on those that have come
electrons are lost by recombination with the posi- about _s a result of the ability to place observa-
rive ions that are simultaneously produced. The tories in the medium under study. This neces-
loss rate is slow enough that the ionosphere per- sarily involves relating the detailed altitude,
sists throughout the night especially at the higher latitude and temporal variations of all character&-
altitudes. Because of the high electron number tics of the thermal-charged particles to gravita-
density, the ionosphere classically is associated tional and electromagnetic forces, to possible
with its effects on radio communication processes, ionizing sources, and to the nature of the neutral
: In addition to the ai)ove-described production atmosphere from which the ions and electrons are
and loss-mechanisms, gravitational and electro- created.
magnetic forces contribute to ionospheric charac-
+ teristics. The combination of all these factors is THE NEUTRAl. ATMOSPHEIIE
such that several regions with unique features are The neutral atmosphere classically is divided
i a into regions in accordance with the variation of
formed. This nat_ural subdivision permits
discussion of the ionosphere to be subdivided.
temperature with altitude. The altitude depend-
Specifically, as will be done here, it allows for
ence of temperature is represented for average
separate discussions of the D (50-85 kilometers), daytime conditions 7 in Fig. la. Free electrons
the E (85-140 km) and the F (140-600 km) re- are found in significant abundance only above
gions and of the upper ionosphere which extends 50 km. Consequently, the regions of the neutralfrom 600 km to several earth radii.
The D, E and that portion of the F region which atmosphere that are of major interest to the iono-
lies below about 300 km were identified and named sphericist are the mesosphere, which lies between
the temperature maximum at 50 km and the
as a result of research with the classical tool of
minimum near 85 km, and the therr.msphere
*Published in 3eienee, 148 (8670): 585-594, April 30, 1965. (above 85 km).
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500r , T _ _ , , , In Fig. lb, it is shown that the molecular con-
l stituents diminish in importance with increasing
400 | I altitude so that atomic oxygen dominates the
_ I/t 0 / atmosphere at 500 km. Above 500 km, the
300 /' lighter gases become important. Up until an
_. / I analysis of atmospheric drag on the ECHO I
200_- / _ satellite, it was believed that there is a transition
" j __---- /_-// i L\/,/ N2 i directly from an oxygen to a hydrogen atmos-
10°_ _ f- "] ]021 _, phere. However, this analysis' first suggested
! _:J_ the existence of an intervening helium layer. The
- 500 -- fOO0 - - 0 20406080100 importance of neutral helium at the higher alti-
TEMPERATUI_EI°K] FRACTIONAL tudes was first confirmed 5 by mass spectroscopyCOMPOSITION
IPERCENT) on the Explorer 17 satellite, some time after
ionized helium had been detected from rocket 9
FmURE1.--Altitude dependence of neutral gas tempera-
ture and fractionalcomposition(Johnson, 1962). and satellite _° experiments. The thickness and
altitude of the helium region should be a strong
function of atmospheric temperature, n This is
Mesospheric temperatures have been deduced reflected in the graphs (Fig. 2a) of mean molecular
principally from rocket-borne pressure gages and weight as a function of altitude for the diurnal
by sound-velocity experiments using rocket-borne
grenades. These data show that the mesosphere -k_¢,--_-- .... - , ---- --_ ---,-
exhibits large latitudinal and seasonal variations, t _ - _,ORNAL_A_I.- _ --- DIURNAL MINThe large increase of temperature in the lower 2G
thermosphere is due principally to the absorption _ ,_
of solar ultraviolet radiation. Heat conduction
keeps the temperature nearly constant above _ \_ "\\
200 km. 2 Thermospheric temperatures have been o ,o _\ _, \\
deduced mainly from atmospheric density meas- _ 5 SO_A,_ N\ \ "-..
ured by use of gauges flown on rockets '_and satel- = ------_
lites 4,5and indirectly by studying satellite orbital ,oo 300 500 ,oo 900 ,,oo ,3oo,_oo ,,oo ,9oo
decay .8 A_,_UOE(_
From the standpoint of theories of formation (°_
of the ionosphere, the most important parameter
of the neutral atmosphere is its composition. An
average percentage distribution of the major con- ' s: ,o-"_ , '25o ' '
stituents is presented 7 as a function of altitude in 2ooo .,_
Fig. lb. Below 100 kin, mixing controls the rela- _ ,otive abundance of the neutral stituents and o_
consequently molecular oxygen and nitrogen pre- _ ,5oo _,o"' j ,_oo _dominate. Above this altitude, dissociation of __
atomic oxygen takes place as a result of the
absorption of ultraviolet radiation by 0._. At _ ,oDD o "__../// _
the higher altitude mixing bec._mes unimportant
and the constituents _re in diffusive equilibrium, _oo • o- ,
each component being distributed independently o _ ,2 ,8 2, o e ,2 ,, 24LMT (f_ours) LMT (hours)
of the others. The distribution of the constit-
uents can be calculated theoretically from " _b_ _¢_
hydrostatic equation using an assumed altitu. VmUR_,2.--Time-dependentmodelof neutralgas(a) mean
for diffusive separation and assumed atmospheric molecularweight, (b) thermospheric temperature, and
temperatures. (c) 600km density, Harris and Priester (1962).
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and solar cycle extremes._2 The region is believed geographically to mid-latitudes and temporally to
_ to be diminishingly thin, for example, at night times free of ._olar flare effects. It w'_sn't until
) during the year of minimum solar activity, quite recently that even a preliminary model for
._ The structural behavior of the atmosphere the altitude distribution of electrons in the nor-
shown in Figs. lb and 2a has been inferred prin- mal D region has evoh'ed, despite the fact that
cipally from total density measurements using the region is accessible with relatively inexpensive
_: rocket-borne gages and analyses of satellite drag. rockets.
-_ Early rocket-borne mass spectrometers _3qualita- The normal D region abundance is too low to
_ tively established that diffusive equilibrium con- permit study by use of the conventional ground-
=-
trois the composition at the higher altitudes, based ionosondes. However, breakthroughs
'_. However, with the early experiments was asso- have been accomplished as a result of the devcl-
-" ciated a high probability of errors due to surface opment of more complex ground-based radio
:_ recombination within the instruments. Conse- propagation experiments._8._ However, one
quently, it has been only in the last year that common denominator of ground-based methods
= quantitatively significant measurements of the is that the altitude dependence of electron
! ()/()2 and O/N2 ratios were obtained by direct density (N,) is extracted from the data only by
sampling2 ,u,_5 assuming an electron collision frequency (v)
Satellite drag observations show that the tem- profile since both N, and v simultaneously affect
perature and density of the isothermal region of the measured radio propagation phenomena. On
:: the thermosphere varies considerably with time the other hand a collaborative effort on the part
": of day and with the ll-year solar cycle (Figs. 2b of a team of Goddard and Scandinavian investi-
and 2c). The five curves _2in Figs. 2b and 2c are gators _s,_ has resulted in novel experiments
for different levels of solar activity, an index of involving transmission of radio signals from the
which is the 10.7 cm flux (S) measured at the ground to rocket-borne receivers. The in-situ
earth's surface. Values for S range from 70 at reception featured by these complex experiments
; sunspot minimum to 250X10 -2_ w m -_- (cps) -l permits unique separation of N, and v with a(ie-
during the year of maximum solar activity, quate sensitivities for the low densities foun(l in
the normal D region.THE NORMAL D REGION
"_ The D region, which occupies approximately
" the same altitude intcrwd as the mesosphere ........ _ ............ '"
(50-85 km), is the lowest region where a signifi-
cant number of free electrons are found. Here,
the relatively dense atmosphere results in a high _' , .........
:_ frequency of collisions t)etwccn thc electrons and "'
the neutral constituent,-'. Consequently, there ®
: is a high probability that electromagnetic energy _ ............
• which has been transferred to tim electrons will be
" lost irretrievai)ly in these collisions. Thus, the
D region acts as an absorber of radio waves and '"_,_'.
from this standpoint is the most important iono-
spheric subdivision. Yet it is the least studied i
experimentally, primarily for two reasons: (a) :' '. ........... "
the difficulty of devising experiments which are
l.'l(;ra_: 3.--D region electron density profiles.
valid in such a weakly ionized medium and (b)
the trend on the part of most ionosphericists to
perform the more esoteric satellite experiments In Fig. 3, we have combined the few available
i in the upper ionosphere, rocket and ground-based observations to generate
In this section, we shall discuss only the an average N, profile for the normal daytime D
; "normal" D region constraining the conditions region (Curve A). This profile is only one of the
|
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important pieces of information required to ex- There have been few spaceflight input-output
plain how the region is formed. To complete the experiments where the ionization source and the
task requires that one relates Ne to the competi- ionization characteristics have been simultane-
tion between electron production and loss for each ously measured. According to some observers '8
discrete altitude, who measured Ne on a rocket simultaneously with
Electron production (q) can be computed from Lyman alpha flux, X-radiation can be ruled out
a knowledge of (a) the intensity of the ionizing as a significant source of the normal D region at
radiation, (b) the density of the ionizable con- least for the minimum of the solar cycle. To be
stituents responsive to this radiation and (c) the certain of the relative importance of these two
absorption cross-sections of the ionizable con- sources at all times, we desperately need labora-
stituents. The problem of estimating q is corn- tory investigations which can resolve existing
plex because the cross-section of each individual uncertainties in o,,r knowledge of the absorption
constituent is a different function ofwavelength cross-sectiolis and recombination rates.
if solar radi'_tion is the ionizing source or of elec- An important tool in ionospheric res.oarch is the
tron or proton energy for the case of corpuscular i(,a spectrometer, a very difficult experiment to
radiation, c,:rry out in the D region-so difficult that it has
In the D region, electron loss is believed to occur b_en carried out only once 22and this during the
mainly through (lissociative recombination of _st year. Other than possible contaminants
electrons with positive ions leading to an excited borne _ ,ft by the rocket, the major ionic con-
but neutral constituent. To estimate electron _tituent observed below 83 km was NO +. This
loss requires a knowledge of the recombination observatk,n. .:_orts the Lyman alpha hypothesis
rates wLich are different for each ion species, but does not rule out, a priori, ionization by
As a result mainly of rocket measurements of X-radiation because of the possibility of ion-
solar radiation, theoretical models -_°narrow the molecule interaction. _3 Fur example, O2+ pro-
sources of the normal D region to three individual duced directly by X-rays can react with an N_
or combined possibilities. It generally is ac- molecule to form an NO + ion and an NO mole-
cepted that tile lower part (50-70 kin) is produced cule. Thus, until the various reaction rates are
by the action of cosmic rays on the principal neu- better known, the ion spectrometer observation
tral constitucnts (O2 and N,.). If so, this region does not permit a choice betwcon tile Lym m alpha
shouhl show a strong latitude dependence. There or the X-ray hypothesis.
is some disagreement as to the relative roles of the SPECIALD REGION EVENTS
remaining two sources in ionizing the upper part
of the ]) region. Here, one possibility involves There are many phenomena which can enhance
the ionization of O_ and N_ by 2-8 Angstrom the D region electron abundance by up to more
X-rays, an extremely variable source with a very than two orders of magnitude with associated
low intensity (not exceeding 10-3 erg cm -3 sec -_ electromagnetic wave attenuation strong enough
for "t flarelcss sun). The other possibility is toDroduce radio blackouts. Simultaneously with
Lyman alpha radiation (1216A), the only ultra- the appearance of a solar flare, increased absorp-
violet _,,ourccfor which there is a favorable cross- tion is observed in the D region on the sunlit side
section and which by rocket tests has been of the earth for periods lasting up to approxi-
observed to pcnctr,tte into the D region. This mately one hour. The causative mechanisms for
stable but intense source measured in a few ergs these sudden ionospheric disturbances (S.I.D.)
cm-3 sec-_ acts only upon a trace constituent, were not established until investigators accurately
nitric oxide. Rocket and satellite measurements timed rocket launchings during the course of a
in(licate that the X-ray fluxes at the extremes of flare and observed enhanced X-ray activity pene-
the solar cycle vary by more than two orders of trating as low as 30 kin. _4 The dominant role of
magnitude? _ Therefore, the relative importance solar "" rays in the production of S.I.D.'s has been
of X-rays an(] Lyman alpha radiation to the for- confirmed by correlating visible flares with satel-
mation of the normal D region may depend on lite observations of enhanced X-ray fluxes and
position in the solar cycle, with increased radio absorption. 2_ An order of
1966028656-390
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:_:
i_ magnitude increase in D region ionization during "' , ...... r ........ , -_-_-_-v_ .....
.?
an S.I.D. has been measured with ground-based
_, techniques _ (Curve B of Fig. 3) and estimated
theoretically. 2° _
At high latitudes, enhanced radio absorption
_ • curs during auroras. This is attributable to i '_
; enhanced ionization resulting from direct and in- _
3oo
._ direct (bremsstrahlung) effects of precipitating
!_ energetic electrons? 3 Evidence for up to a two _ ."'1ti
_ order of magnitude increase in electron density _ _) -- _
has been obtained _9 by timing rocket flights to '®.- ....:::_ --7-L
_: occur during such auroral absorption events ....... j ....... , ....... , ........
,_, omt i ioJ l0o _p_ ,,,_(Curve C of Fig. 3). Another type of absorption .......................
takes place above the auroral zone and has been FmURE4.--Typical D, E and F region electron density
_, correlated with satellite measurements _-5of en- profiles. _.
hanced energetic proton fluxes during certain
types of solar fares. There has been one rocket of the ionosphere have come about as a result of
measurement _ of enhanced electron densities vertical cross-sections taken of the intensity of
_ during such polar cap absorption events (Curve D solar radiation a_and of ionic composition2 _._ In an
_ of Fig. 3). important work, at solar radiation measurements
•_ Increased radio absorption, "tssociated with have been used together with a model neutral
'_ solar flares is often observed in Lhewinter at mid- atmosphere to estimate the altitude depend-
tile latitudes. The causes of these events are ence of (a) electron production rate for discrete
uncertain. It has been suggested from ground- portions of the X-ra_ and ultraviolet spectra (Fig.
ii based observations _ that these are associated with 5a) and (b) the rate of production of each of the
increases in electron density. However, absorp-
_ ti°n may als° be ass°elated with changes in elee- '_),_0 1 - Ii 1
_ tron collision frequency. Significant changes in ASAROCKtT40_
r have been correlated with measured pressure o-796 12_APRIt,_m._7tMt
variations in the stratosphere as a result of two _x,x _" _
" rocket flights during which the measured electron r 0', N_*N0'*t
.':- densities were approximately the same, thus sug- _ ,,,,,, t-N'*
: gesting a meteorological influence on theDregiOn._a __)!__0t 7. - /_0 /
: THE E REGION 5 i
: Although ground-based ionosondes have Leen " _:_x, , _ _(_
.: valuable in detailing the temporal and latitudinal _)-_o_7
variations of the maximum amounf_ of ionization Im_-_-170 "_'_ 1 _ -_ ._
_- found in the E and F regions, the important alti- _ r ',
tude variation of N, h_' come about as a. result .._ _0_ _0_ _0_ _'o4'o_ t_i00
of rocket probing usiqg ooth radio p[opagation _7,_a PHOTOIONIZATIONRATEPH TOIONIZATIONRAT[C MPOSITIONIPER(;ENTI
and plasma probe experimel:t_. :_,s° Typical day [m PAIRCM_SEC)l IIONPAIRSCM)St(: _l
and night N, profiles composed from such meas- Fmva_.&--Comparisonof ionproductionrates (Watanabe
urements are presto ted in Fig. 4. These show and Hinteregger, 1962) with rocket measurement of
that at night the D region essentially disappears, ionic composition(Taylorand Brinton, 1961)
the E region electron abundance has decreased by
a hundredfold but that there is a strong persistence ion species (Fig. 5b). We see that the ions formed
of the upper F region, at the highest rate are O_+, N_+ and O+. Spec-
In addition to No measurements, significant trometer observations _ typically represented in
: contributions to our understanding of the physics Fig. 5c, on the other hand, show that N=+ is a
1
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miner ionic constituent despite the predicted high 160 _ _ i ] _ _ ....
production rate. They also show that NO + is a /dominant E region constituent even though it is 150
not significantly produced by direct ionization. /AEROBEE 4.48
Most r, odels a_attribute the loss of N2+ to the com- 140- /WALLOPS IS, VA.
bined effects of dissociative recombination with _25 MAY1962
_0743 EST
electrons and of ion-atom interchange (N_++O _" 130- _ASCENT
---_NO+-I-N). The existence of NO + generally is _
explained t)y ion-atom interchange involving _ 120__ /N_+ and 0 ¨ i2
It should be apparent that our understanding of _ _ 1.0 x l0 s cm "3
the formation of the daytime E region has been 110 \/a! 105.0 km
_'astly improved by the above described rocket /, /
measurements. Yet, model_ do disagree con- 100- /8.8 x 104cm "3 2.5 × lOScm "3
siderably as to even the relative importance of / at 102.0 km at 102.9 km
X-ray and ultraviolet radiation in the E region. 90 -/
Laboratory measurements of the various rate
coefficients and additional rocket flights are 80 I J t l I0.5 I.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
needed to resolve these differences. ELECTRONDENSITYx,O"s cm"3
It wasn't until qui_e recently that rocket ex- I,'mvaE 6.--Rocket detection of sporadic-E layer (Smith,
periments were made sensitive enough for exten- 1962).
sive studies of the nighttime E region. In Fig. 4,
it is shown that N, drops below 103cm -3 and that THE F RE@ION
the region is characterized by a ledge at about As shown in Fig. 4, the F region contains the
100-110 km with a valley of ionization just above, altitude of maximum electron density (Nm).
It is _uggested 33by a ,, nparison of the results The region is subdivided into the F1 and F2
fi'om ion spectrometers l!_wn b(_th during the day regions because a ledge often appears in the
and for the first time at night that the mainte- daytime 140-200 km region.
nancc of the nighttime E region is explained by It is important to note by comparing Figs. 4
slow decay through disso('iative recombination and 5a that the altitude of maximum electron
without resort, to a nighttime sourc,_' of ionization, density lies well above the height of maximum
There also is experimental evidence from rockets electron production. These rocket results con-
for metallic ions of meteoric origin in the 100- firm previously established theoretical models
ll0 km region, which ascribe the formation of the F2 peak to
A frequent anomaly of the E region is sporadic charge transport mechanisms of importance
E or E, ionization. One common form of E, is a comparable to photochemical processes. Speci-
layc:" as thin as 0.5 km in which N, is considerably fically, thes,,z models ascribe the F2 peak forms-
higher than the region immediately below and tion to the competition between electron
above, lettding to reflection of radio signals at production, a height dependent decrease in elee-
(Fig. 6) abnormally high frequencies. These tron loss rate and charge transport.
layers exist at preferred altitudes _5in the region The rocket solar radiation and ion composition
100-120 I:m. Some theories 36explain E, ioniza- measurements (see Fig. 5) show that the origin of _-
tion as the result of the combined effects of wind F region electrons lies principally in the produc-
shear and electromagnetic forces. A correlation tion of 0 + ,ons by solar ultraviolet radiation. The
has been found between wind shear measured on dominaat F region loss process is believed to be
one rocket carrying a sodium vapor release experi- radiative recombination, a two-step process in-
meat and E, ionization detected on a second volving firstly ion-atom interchange between O+
rocket launched almost simultaneouslyY _ How- ions and N2 molecules and secondly recombina-
ever, tim exact relationship between E, ionization tion of the resulting NO + ions with electrons.
and wind shea, is not clear at this time. The slowness of this two-step process is a partial
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explanation for the strong persistence of tile "001 _--_-_r---_---_- ....
nighttime F region. The possibility that the ......t o00
electron loss rate decreases more rapidly with '_'_" " 7:'22.7.°','.'/......
altitude than the production rate is an explana .... • ................ ,-• .. paeaoav IOIITION III(m_ON |a_le_
tion for tile experimental observations tlmt Nm_ .- .......................
lies above the altitude of maximum production, i .... _: i
Because photochemical, gravit'_tional "md elec- ,_ °**
trom gnetic forces all ere effective, the behavior o;
o, the F region is extremely complicated. Iono- ,- --
sonde data taken over the last three decades show -_,_
that the diurnal seasonal, solar cycle and latitude '*' "'-
effects each produce large variations in the mag- ,..J____ .... _ ....... _ ..... ........
m, io. ,o. p_
nitude and altitude of N,,. 3_ These observations ......................_¢.._
have been related to time-dependent neutral Ft(:t'ItE7.--l)aytime (Bauer and J.wkson, 1962)and night-
atmospheres deduced from satellite drag meas- time (Donley, 1963)measurements of eh,c.trondensity.
urements (Fig. 2) to estimate ionization, loss and
diffusion rates, aT,3s
As the density of the neutral constituents the region with values of 1300° and 8Pal°K, resl)ec-
decrease, the importance of photochemical proc- tively. The change of slope in both ('ascs is
esses diminish. Thus, charge transport processes interpreted as the result of a trausition from ()+
become dominant and bring about the observed to lighter ions, He + being dominant al)ove this
decrease of iV, with altitude. Gravitational transition for the daytime case but H + dominar't
forces, for example, act upon the ions which, I)y at night. It is seen that the Iow(.r altitude of lhe
coulomb attraction, cause the electrons to diffuse transition and the relatively high importan('e, of
H + causes the surprising result that ._t very highdownward. In this case, the hydrostatic law ('an
altitudes the nighttime densities ext'ecd thosebe invoked and the electron distribution is con-
trolled I)y the average electron-ion temperature measured in the daytime. Tiffs may not I,e rcp-
and the type of ion. resentative of a true diurnal wu'itttion because the
Before rockets and satellites penetrated the two sets of data were obtained in different days.
upper ionosphere, it was t)el!:ved that a transition SATELLITESTUDIES
takes place from O+ ions directly into the protono-
sphere. However, rocket 9 and satellite _°expert- Three different types of satellites h'we i)eeo
ments indicated that a region of helium ions used for ionospheric research each performing a
separated these regions in the daytime during the different task. With Direct Measurements Satel-
middle of the solar cycle. Subsequent rocket lites, one uses environmental saml)ling techniques
results 39suggest that the helium ion region dis- to measure many iono:q)heric pa:'amctcrs, but only
appears at night. It had been predicted tl on the in the immediate vicinity of the spat'e('raft. The
basis of the different behavior of the escape rates US Satellite EXPI,ORI';R VIII and the British
of hydrogen and helium that I)oth the altitude and Satellite ARIEL I each contained three major
thickness of the helium ion region would diminish experiments for such studies. The first of these
with decreasing temperature, implying a strong measures electron temperature by techniques
latitudinal and solar cycle dependency, similar to those deveh)lx;d by Langmuir in his
The role of charged particle temperatures and laboratory studies of gaseous ,lischarges. The
of ionic composition in controlling the ionosphere second measures the local olet'!ron density by use
is illustrated by rocket measurements of charged of the radio-frequency trope,' mt'e chara('teristie
particle density taken out to very high altitudes of a probe immersed in the medium. The third
anti presented in Fig. 7. Both a daytime and type of experiment invoh'es the use of grid(led ion
a nighttime result are illustrated. The exponen- traps whose principle of operation is similar to
tial portions el"both profiles provide evidence for that flown on SPUTNIK III. Here, the high
a constant electron-ion temperature throughout satellite-to-ion velocity permits the trap to act as
II
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a poor man's ion spectrometer such that both ion | Fte.o
composition and temperature are obtained. I° 12 _ _ _/sa. /_-_r-_
The second category of satellite (topside sound- ! //i,'..' _-%Z_/(//_Fno_ _o_1c op
ing) involves the ingenious use of an orbiting la aoJ__Qwr _::_=_"_/ _,, s
ionosonde. As with the classical tool of ground- s • ,//
based ionospheric research, one measures the -------- _-._ _.... *.-.///_.,o/_'_" ' ";:5"_" ,
time between transmission of a radio signal to i 6 ,_, _/'/._z'\ :__
ionosphere.recepti°nof the reflected echo. For the satellite i __ --_//]/J_'_
case tile reflection is from the topside of the 4
quency, an electron density profile for the region a "_1"_--_Y.-::c=t_v._=z:___.___.v.,:_._:. .__r- .,,_.,..no_, __.__ _.between the F2 maximum and the satellite alti- I_----__ _"
tude is measured continuously along tlle satellite's ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' _ ' ' ' ' '
._oo 40° _ _)o iOo 0 I0°
path. Soundings of the upper ionospheric regions soum
have been made in a near polar orbit for two years _
with the Canadian Satellite ALOUETTE I, which Flc.ua_:&--Contours of electrondensity at constant alti-
features a swept-frequency sounder. With a tudes measured above Singapore at 1000LMT (King
swept-frequency device, one obtains good altitude ' al, 1963).
resolution. The lccently-launched US EX-
PLORER XX features fixed-frequency sounding dip for discrete altitudes. Tilese esults specifi- '_
where vertical resolution is sacrificed so as to cally are for the eastern hemisphere a.t 1000 local I
better study horizontal irregularities, time. A general increase of electron density in
The third type of satellite observation involves the equatorial regions results from diffusion along
the study at the earth's surface of the m.ival the nearly horizontal magnetic field lines. For
characteristics of radio signals transmitted from the particular time of day illustrated, the electron
the spacecraft at frequencies which penetrate the density reaches a maximum at the geomagnetic
ionosphere. Faraday rotation and doppler phe- equator for altitudes above about 600 kin. Be-
nomena permit the measurement of the total low this altitude, two peaks are symmetrically
electron content in a cross-section between the located along a specific field line. The equatorial
satellite and the receiving site. The first satellite anomaly is predominantly a daytime feature of
ex(.lusively devoted to this method is Explorer the ionosphere. The altitude above which only a
XXII, launched too recently for results to be single peak is formed has been termed the "dome"
reported here. of the anomaly. The altitude of the dime over
Singapore varies from 600 km in the early morn-
SATELLITERESULTS ing ard e,'_aing hours to a mid-afternoon maxi-
mum of about 1000 km. _ Similar measurements _
The major results that have come from satellite suggest that the anomaly builds up later in
studies lie in the unique observations of the iati- the day along the 75th West Meridian. The
tudinal and diurnal behavior of the regions diurnal behavior of the equatorial anomaly aug-
above the F2 peak and of magnetic-field aligned gests that its characteristics are closely related to
irregularities, the competition between e:ectron production
Evidence for magnetic field contro_ of iono- which tends to maximi_e N, at the subsolar point
spheric electron densities first came about from and diffusion along magnetic field lines which
the use of ground-based ionosondes, which since tends to produce a symmetrical N, distribution
have provided details of the bo_tomside charac- about the geomagnetic equator.
teristics of the now familiar equatorial anomaly. Another latitude feature of the topside iono-
The morplmlogy of this anomaly has now been sphere are electron density troughs which ,i,,pear
obtained to altitudes of about 1000 kin. In Fig. to be a common phenomenon at middle latitudes
8 are presented results _ from the A!ouette satel- during ionospheric storms associated with mag-
lite of electron density as a function of magnetic netie disturbances. This is illustrated by Fig. 9,
I
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FmuR_ 9._Contours of constant plasma frequency measured with the ALOUETTE satellite (Lockwood and Nelms, 1964)
-/
a plot of Alouette satellite measurements 4_of the discovered by the AI,OUE'VI'E satellite: _ Some
d frequency of reflections contours. In this illus- of these have been assocLted with the American
tration, applicable to 65° West Longitude, the artificial radiation belt, the heart of the il:ner
,: trough is less than 5° wide and centered at 45°N, radiation belt and near the region of mnximum
' Evidence for strong magnetic control of the flux of energetic particles in the outer radiation
i upper ior, asphere was first inferred from electror, belt. All of these observations suggest that ion-
densities measured with an rf probe on the ARIEL ization by fast particles should now be conside_d
: satellite." From these observations was inferred along with ultraviolet radiatio._, as an ionization
-_ the existence of enhavced ionization lying along source for the F2 region
three specific magnetic field shells, one of which A very common anomaly of the F reg,ion is the
: is accounted for by the above-described equatorial "spread F" condition, where the region shows a
anomaly. The existence of these shells of en- diffuse character generally attributed to patches
!" hanced ionizations were confirmed and others of ionization having concehtrations different than
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F_ova= 10._Typi_,' :,,_......, ,_ofrom ALOUETTE mtellite taken in the al_enoe of spread-F.
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the hnmediate surroundings. An ALOUETTE electron density is not a strong function of mag-
satellite ionogram typical of a homogeneous iono- netic latitude between about 15 and 45°N geo-
sphere is pre_ented in Fig. 10, the two traces graphic latitude. In this region, we can expect
corresponding to the ordinary and extraordinary that an important charge transport mechanism is
NIGHT TIME, HIGH LATITUDE
POSITION (23:37 EDT I ,JCT,1962 68°N 107°W)
OF SATELLITE
h.__l I I 1 I I .1 I I I I I I
_ . llb
.III
..c._. 600
a _ 800
_J
,ooo ' '
!
1200- , E OES .
_1 I I I
0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5
SOUNDING FREQUENCY flMC/S)
FzGu_.:II.--ALOUETTE satellite ionogramtaken during the presenceof spread-F.
modes of radio-propagation. The effectiveness due to gravity in which .':_sethe electron distribu-
of spread-F in producing multiple echoes is illus- tion is a strong function of the mean ionic mass
trated by comparing this ionogram with that and the average electron-ion temperature. The
shown _nFig. 11 which was taken during spread-F diurnal variation of the electron distribution in
conditions. The occurrence probability of this region has been studied 4_by the use of the
sprc_:t-F has been the subject o; _ _horough a_aly- ALOUETTE satellite. (Fig. 12). These studies
sis with Lhe ALOUETTE satellite. Tb_s analy- have shown the amplitude of the diurnal varia°
sis*_ confirms previous ground-based ionosonde tion becomes smaller with increasing altitude.
studies w5ich showed that the phenomenon i,' This would confirm a conclusion based on the
almost a permanent feature of the high latitude rocket results shown in Fig. 7 that because of the
ionosphere, occurs only during the night near the increased relatiw import,-,nce of the light ionic
_,'_uator and that i_ occurs relativeiy seldom at constituents, the electrondensitiesabo,_e 1000kin
mid-latitud_,s, at night are higher thau for a daytime condition.
Referring back to Fig. 9, we observe that the The diurnal variation shown ia Fig. 12 have Leen
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F l I l I ' result, there is a tendency for the an_bient electron
gas to bc hotter than the neutral gas, at least ill
the daytime. It generally is accepled that :_t tile
4O0KM lower altitudes where tile neutr.d gas density is
- - relatively high, the ion 'rod neutral gas tempera-
tures will be identic'd. At tile higher .altitude
_. where the l)ercent'_gc ionization is l)ecoming 'q)-
: Z preeiable, there is a possibility that tile ions are in
_, better thermal contact wPh electrons than with
the neutral particles and conse<luently the ion
_ / / temperature can ho elevated al)ove the neulral
_ Jj gas temperature. 4_
_! z 1 Measurements made with the I,]XPLOI{I'_R
:_.,'_ '_ m. VIII satellite first indicated a strong diurn,.d eon-
"_ _ trol of ionospheric electron temlleratures. _r Later
"_ results with the ARIEL s_ttellitc _s aml with
ground-I)ased radar incoherent I)a('ks('at tcr al)Imr-
:_. atus _ confirmed this diurnal dependency. The
_. _ ARIEL results and a comparison of radar back-
_ s_-_0_ q scatter ol)servations at two lo(.ations _:_,_°showed
;_ 1 that there also is a strong del)entlency of T, upon_' magnetic latitude. Both the dim'rod and latE-;. ,0, I 1 I I l
;,_ _ _ _ ,_ _0 a tudinal control of T, were subsequently (.onfirmc(l _
_. _oc_M_Nr,_ _.o_s) with the I'_XPLORER 17 satellite. The ol)serva-
)_
:_ Fmua_ 12.--Diurnal variation of electron density in the tions together show lhat the daytime ratio of Tt
._ topside ionosphere(Bauerand Blumle, 1964). to the neutral gas temperature can rea('h values
/ up to 2 depending on latitu(linal and temporal
-_ treated in terms of ionic composition and charged conditions.
particle temperature, one possible result being Since newly-created electrons share their excess
4 that for daytime at 500 km the principal ion is 0+ energy witb the aml)ient electrons, it follows that
with an average electron-ion temperature of N, and T, should be strongly coupled. The lati-
n. about, 1500°K, while at night the lighter ionic tudinal behavior of T, for the daytime ionosphere
_' thus can be explained in terms of magnetic fiehl
constituents become important even at altitudes
'_ as low as 500 km. 4_ control of the electron ,lensity at least at moderate
altitudes. But, it has been ol)served that 7', in-
; creases with altitude above 600 kin. 4s This wouhl
_ CHARGED PARTICLE TEMPERATURESIN THE not be expected if direct effects of solar ultraviolet
' UPPER IONOSPHERE radiation constitute the only source of daytime
• • 48,
, charged partlc _ heatings. Tile obserwttions
Because electron (T,) and ion (T_) temperatures are consistent with the hypothesis 4_ of possiL'a
are important to the behavior particularly of the indirect eff(',.ts o; ultraviolet radiation, specifically
region above 300 kin, it is important to perform a mechanism whereby all of the newly-created
experimental observations of these parameters, electrons do not deposit their energy in tho, lower
Upon their creation, photoelectrons will possess F region where they are creatod but where _ome
energies in excess of the ambient electrons. They are permitted to diffuse along magnetic fieid lines
attempt to share this excess energy with the and deposit, the energy at high altitudes. An-
548
._mbier,t electrons either by direct elastic collisions other important observation', is tha_ the cite-
or after some of the excess energy has been lost tron temperature is somewhat higher titan the
through previous inelastic collisions with the neutral gas temperature at night. This requires
amble,at neutral particles or positive ions. As a a nighttime source of particle ' eating having an
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THE TEMPERATURE OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE*
R. E. BOURDEAU
Three general methods of il.vestigating charged particletemperatures in the upper atmo-
spherehave been used: (a) direct measurementsfrom rockets and satellites; (b) indirect determi-
nation usingelectron scaleheights measured from rockets and satellites; (c) ground-based radar
incoherentbackscatter experiments. The latitude, altitude and temporal trends of these results
are reviewedand the implications discussed.
Observationsby all three methods are consistent in showing that the electron temperature
increaseswith latitude forboth daytime and nighttime conditions. Moderate differencesbetween
the daytime electron and neutral gas temperatures are indicated to altitudes well above the F2
peak for a wintermid-latitude ionosphereat an epochbetweensolarmaximumand solarminimum
conditions. Much larger daytime differences are observed for summer months and for solar
minimum conditions. All of these trends reflect correspondingchanges in the electron density.
The daytime observations are consistent with ultraviolet radiation as the predominant
heat sourceif the possibilityof photoelectronsdiffusingalong magnetic field linesand depositing
their excessenergyelsewhereis included. A nighttime heat sourcesmall comparedto the daytime
ultraviolet effect is requiredto explainthe observations.
INTRODUCTION 150 WM-2CPS -_ were reviewed by Bauer and
At the first Florence meeting of COSPAR, early Bourdeau (1962) and Bourdeau (1963). Impli-
direct measurements of electron temperature Te cations of temperature equilibrium at high alti-
were reported from rockets (Aono et al, 1961) and tudes which they optimistically derived from the
from the Explorer VIII Satellite (Bourdeau, 1961). data critically depended on the assumed neutral
The Japanese rocket results suggested tempera- gas temperature (T_). When these early direct
ture equilibrium between electrons and neutral measuremei_ts of Te and of the average electron-
constituents in the E region of the daytime iono- ion temperature (Te+T_)/2 obtained from elec-
sphere. Low values of T, in _he daytime E tron density profiles now are compared with more
region subsequently were confirmed by US rocket recent reference atmospheres moderate values for
• :_periments (Spencer et al, 1962). However, Te/To°fab°utl'3areindicatedatmiddayevent°
other rocket Ts measurements (Smith, 1961; Aono altitudes above 1000 km for the inJicated level of
et al, 1962; Brace et al, 1963) showed that sig- solar activity. These observations are in approxi-
nificant departures from temperature equilibrmm mate agreement with the theoretical model of
are more often observed than not in the E region Hanson (1962) who assumed electron density
even at night. The results of Spencer et al values close to these particular observational
(1962) showed that departures from tempera- conditions.
ture equilibrium extended well into the daytime More extensive charged particle temperature i
F region, observations for different epochs of the solar cycle I
Early measurements of charged particle tern- now have been made by use of ground-based radar
peratures applicable to the region considerably incoherent backscatter experiments, by additional
above the F2 peak at midlatitudcs for solar con- direct measurements from rockets and satellites
ditions when the 10.7 cm flux index (S_0.7) was _nd indirectly from electron density profiles ob- =
tained from rocke_s and the Alouette Topside
• Published as Goddard Space Flight Center Document X--615-6_-I03,
May1_4. Sounder Satellite. In general, the trend is toward
376
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much larger departures from temperature equi- both depended on rocket measurements of ultra-
librium than indicated in the theoretical models violet radiation intensity (Hall et al, 1962) to
and in the earlier observations especially at the estimate the heat input, Q. The EUV intensity
hight, altitudes, used applies to a level of solar activity correspond-
It is timely then, as is done in this report, to ing to $10.7--_100. The heat input is the product
compare these trendswith the introduction of lati- of the EUV intensity, the ionization cross-
tude and temporal electron density variations in sections and the density of the ionizable con-
the early tbeoretical models, stituents and of the heating efficiency. Both
_ theoretical charged particle temperature models
FACTORSCONTROLLING THE ELECTRON exhibit approximately the same altitude be-
TEMPERATURE havior wherein low values of T,/T oare indicat d
in the E region, with the ratio ieaching a maxi-The principal factors controlling T, are:
Heat Input mum of about 2.0-2.5 at 200 km and decreasing
in the upper F region. A principal and important
1. Solar Ultraviolet Radiation difference is that the model of Dalgarno et al has
A. Locally-deposited energy T,-Ta essentially vanishing above 300 km where
B. Diffusing photoelectrons Hanson's model permits values for T,/Ta of al)out
(Z>300km) 1.2 constant at extremely high altitudes.
2. Corpuscular Radiation Because the observational evidence is most
Heat Loss heavily weighted for altitudes above the F2 peak,
1. Inelastic collisions with neutral the most important effect to examine is the effi-
constituents (Z<:250km) ciency of cooling to positive ions. On the as-
2. Elastic collisions with ions sumption that cooling occurs only by elastic
(Z>250 kln) collisions to atomic oxygen ions, the electron
A. Ion temperature controlled only temperature is given (Hanson, 1962) by:
by neutral constituents
B. Ion temperature also controlled T,- T_,,.,2.1 × 108Q
by electrons (Z> 600 km) T, 3/'-'-" N_ (1)
3. Coulomb collisions of photoelec- where Q is the heat input to the electrons ex-trons with _mbient electrons
pressed in ev cm -3 sec "_ and N, is the electron
Thermal conductivity in the electron gas density. For values of Q greater than a critical
(Z > 600 kin) value (Qc) given by
Theoretical charged particle temperature mod-
els based on solar ultraviolct heating alone have Q,_--2X 10-TN,_T_-_/2, (27
been developed by Hanson and Johnson (1961),
Hanson (19627 and Dalgarno et al (19627. Of there is no solution to (1) and T, is not limite_ by
these, Hanson's model is the most complete in energy transfer to positive ions (Hanson and
that he introduced the possibility of (a) photoelec- Johnson, 1961). :" Q=Q,, To>2T_ and if
trons diffusing along magnetic field lines and Q>>Q,, very large "runaway" values of T, will
depositing their energy elsewhere, (b) the loss of result and heat conduction it, the electron gas is
ion temperature control by the neutral constitu- an important eff.;rt.
ents and (c) the importance of thermal conductiv-
ity in the electrongas at ifighaltitudes.The SOLAR CYCLEVARIATIONS OF To
indicatedaltitude:;wherethesefactorsareimpor- In FigureIareillustrateddaytimemid-latitude
tantrepresentHanson'sestimatesbased en his electrondensityprofilestypicalofDecember 1960
assumed modelatmosphereand electrondensity and 1962,respectively.T,e principaldifferences
profile, tonotearethemuch highervaluesofN_,_ and
The modelsofHanson and ofDalgarnoetal h..,,forth_1960period,and theconstantelectron
each used a single lectrondensityprofileand scaleheightforthe 1960caseincontrasto the
1966028656-401
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'_t "- "_ _%_EC _OEC. during November-December 1960 (Bourdeaa and
7_ Donley, 1963) from the Explorer VIII Satellite
for magnetically-quiet days assuming T, is con-
_ !_2 Ira0 stant with altitude. Depending on which of the
i500 - _ _ current reference atmospheres for the pertinent
- _ n-_0=_ level of solar activity is used, the average midday
r: ,me T, value of 1600°K taken at midday and at alti-
tudes above 1000 km corresponds to an estimated
13_ value for T,/T o of about 1.15-1.33.
2_ It is seen from Equation (1) that the ratio of the
heat input _o the square of the electron density
0 1 I J I t I ! 1[ I I I J 1 _ I l _
lo' ;o' lo" (Q/N, _) controls the electron temperature at high
ELECTRONOENSITY{CM"3} altitudes. The value for Q/N, 2 computed at 400
FmURE 1.--Typical winter mid-latitude electron denmty km from the December 1960 Ne profile in Figure 1
profiles, closely corresponds to the value used by Hanson
as at, upper limit in his model. We have taken
continually varying scale height for the 1962 pro- into account that the heat input Q would be
file. The monthly mean of the solar 10.7 cm larger than in Hanson's case by assmaing a linear
flux during December 1960 was 150 WM-2CPS_ 1. change of EUV intensity with the decimetric flux
In Figur •2 is presented the mid-latitude diurnal index, $10.7, and a corresponding change in the
electron temperature variation directly measured density of the ionizabVc constituent, n(O). The
2600 h'_her heat input is _.ompensated for largely by
th. higher electron density than that used by
600 KM Hanson. Thus we should and do estimate simi-
2400 - d_ lar values for T, as did Hanson. Consequently,
I Q<Qct we find excellent agreement between the observed
_z 2200 - t Te/To of 1.15-1.33 and Hanson's theoretical
-_ ! upper limit of about 1.15.
,.-" 2000- i
,,, _ Te (EXPLORERVIII) z=_wM
"' 1800- 2°°°
CD _ A
LJ.I %,.. ,,_ ,,,16oo- oo',,, Z>lO o
a:: 1200 ,.. ,, .,1000
_: M A ROCKETNe PROFI
"' 1000 _ _ ToiEXPLOReReSATELLITEJI-"
800 500_ t I I , ,._E KM S = 150 4 8 12 10 20 24LOCAL MEAN TIME (HOURS]
0T [ [ , , L T FI(;URE&--Early charged particle temperaturemeasure-
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 ments in the upper ionosphere.
LOCALMEANTIME (HOURS)
In Figure 3, the Explorer VIII data are
Fmvrt_. 2.--Diurnal electron temperature variation meas- included with measurements of (T,+ T_)/2 com-
ured during November 1960 from the Explorer VIII
satellite for magnetically-quiet days at mid-latitudes puted from early rocket N, profiles on the assump-
assuming T, is constan_ with altitude (425-2400 KM). tion of diffusive equilibrium. Of particular
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interest is the ion density profile obtained by Hale l _ l_°°°(1961) at midday and at about the same time as 25o3 ]
the Explorer VIII observations. Here a value ,8o0
for (T_-F_,)/2 oi' 1600°K (Hanson, 1962b) is de- _ ] "-_ "_ I_ S, .
rived for the region above 1000 km. Tile data = _[ . _, ,_i:- are too sparse for a firm conclusion but there is a _ -..x_r _ In°° _O_I suggestion by the inter-compariso_l that for winter . u
i midday mid-solar cycle conditions T,--T, at alti- _'__ 3,.___N 1'200itudes above 1000 km but that both the electron ---4o'-45'u _wooo
_ and ion temperatures are moderately higher than ]
'_ |_ _ _ _ ____t___ _ i _A___ ± __
'_' the neutral gas temperature. This would be col- 0 4 e 12 16 20 24
_: sistent with Hanson's arguments that above 600 tOCAt_:A_T_ I_O('_S)
km (a) thermal conductivity of the electron gas I.'[_:un_4.--Scale heights at 500 km from ALOI'ETTE
'i'_: could support differences between T, and T_ which s.ttellitcdat't (Bauer-BIumle, 1964)
"_ are constant with altitude and furthermore, (b)
_ that the electrons rather ti]an the neutral con-
_'_ stituents could control the ion temperature so possibly runaway electron temperatures.
that T_> T_. In Figure 4 is plotted a mid-latitude diurnal
_ Low midday values of T,/T_ at high altitudes variation of electron scale heights calculated for
'_ c_Isocan be implied from _he measurement in an altitude of 500 km from electron density pro-
:' Decembor 1961 ofav,'due for (T_-bT_)/2of 12_5°K files obtained by the use _f the Alouette satellite
(Taylor et el, 1963) from a rocket flight for which during the period October-December 1962 (Bauer
_t
'_ an equivalent ion temperature has been inferred and Blumle, 1964). It is seen that on the as__ump-
_" (B'iuer, 1964). Ilowever, we emphasize here tion of diffusive equilibrium and 0 + as the prin-
-- Equation (1) and the extreme sensitivity of T, to cipal io_ic constituent, v-dues for (T_-FT_)/'2 of
":_ the ele_'tron density. We further emphasize that 1500°K are indicated at mi(ldav._ Assuming
in the actutd case, ratios of Q/N, _ which permit T_= T_, a value for T_/T_ of about 2.0 is indicated
_ only moderate rather than large midday departures (Bauer and Blumle, 1964), which is much in ex-
from temperature equil;brium as is indicated for cess of the December 1960 value. This should
-, December 1960 at high altitudes perhaps represent not be surprising because of the large increase in
,_ the exception rather than the rule at middle and the ratio Q/N, _"at 400 kn, anti above from
'*" high latitudes. December 1960 to Decemt)er 1962.
i Let us consider now the drastic changes in If the ._sumed model atmosphere and ionize-
charged particle temperature characteristics as tion cross-sections on which the computation of
_: one moves closer to solar minimum conditions. Q/Q_ depends are correct, the fact that runaway
The average value for the index (S) ot solar activ- electron temperatures are not ol)scrved suggests
- ity corresponding to 1.he December 1962 profile that much of the heat input is not deposited io-
illustrated in Figure 1 was 85, Taking into cally. Also it should be emphasized that the
account a linear decrease in EUV intensity from ratio of 2.0 for T,/T_ must be considered ah upper
the time of the rocket EUV measurements (I4:_ll limit since it assumes that at 500 km the ion anti
et al, 1962) and a corresponding dzcrease in the neutral gas temperatures are the same. Lvans
•_ density of the ion_zab!e constituents and corn- (1964) with radar-back-scatter experiments ob-
- puting Q_ directly from tim observed N, profile, serves at simila_ latitvdes and under similar con-
- the estimated ratio Q/Q_ is larger than 2. Be- ditions timt T_> T_ even as low as 400 km. Thus
- cause o_ the uncertainties in our kn_,,,,ledge of the values for T, implied from Figure 4 may ind_._.d
ionization c:t,s_-sections and model atmospheres, be somewhat overestimated. That the electron
- the computation of Q/Q, is suggestive rather than temperature begins to control the ion temperature
quantitative. Within these uncertainties, it does at an altitude lower than that estimated by Hanson
._. appear that the EUV effect for lo_',*electron den- is explainable on the basis that tim scale heigt_ts
.i sities is sufficient to cause very large electron and illustrated in Figure 4 were measured for a different
.!
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model atmosphere and electron density profile The electron scale height results from Figure 4
than that assumed by Hanson. also suggest a maximum T, at approximately the
In summary, the observational evidence as same local time (Bauer and Blumle, 1964). Here
expected shows _,large increase in T,/'T o between the high scale heights for nighttime conditions
December 1960 and December 1962 which corre- reflect the importance of light ionic constituents.
spends to a change in the ratio of the .heat input However, for daytime conditions it would be
to the square of the electron density. In the 1962 expected that m, is relatively constant and thus
case, there still appears to be a sufficient EUV that the early morning maximum represents a
flux to explain tt_c high daytime electron tern- true Tc maximum. It should be pointed out that
peratures observed at 500 km (luring periods of the nature and existence of an early morning peak
low electron density. There is indirect evidence in To has not been emphasized in the Ariel satellite
that some of the cncruy is not locally deposited results (Willmore et al, 1963).
and direct evidence from Ewms' results that the It is possible to show from ionosonde data and
ion as well as the electron temperature is raised Equation (1) on the assumption of no EUV ab-
above the neutral gas temperature, sorption above 300 km that the ratio Q/No 2which
controls T, near the F2 peak maximizes at dawn.
SEASONAL VARIATION OF T, However, at high solar zenith angles there could
be enough absorption above 300 km to shift theIonoson(le (lata have shown that the electron
T, maximum to later in the morning. This rea-
den._i_y is much higher at the F2 peak in winter soning would insert a latitude and altitude de-
than :t is in summer. For example, N ..... meas- pendence on the time of the diurnal T, maximum.
urcd at Washington, D.C., was on thc average It would be expected that the effect becomes more
more than a ,':,ctor of two larger in the summer diffuse at, higher altitudes because here the diurnal
than in the Alter of 1962. Corrcsponding
changes in S_0.7,which reflect changes in the heat amplitude of the ionizable constituent has in-
input are not obscrve(l. These factors are in the creased relative to the amplitude of the diurnal
N" No variation (Bourdeau and Donlcy, 1963).direction of making the r-ttio Q ,- much higher
in the summer than in the winter months. Con- LATITUDE VARIATION OF ELECTRON
sequently, it is possible that, at least for mid- TEMPERATURE
latitudes in the Northern Hemi.,phere, higb ratios Early ionosonde data showed that the daytime
of T,/T owill persist high into the upper F region
throughout a solar cycle. This could explain electron density at the F2 maximum increases
why some of the early rocket results taken be- drastically as one goes from mid-latitudes toward
tween solar maximum and solar minimum condi- the geomagnetic equator. More recently, results
from the satellite Alouette has extended the
tions (cf Spencer et al, 1962) show different
observation that the geomagnetic feld plays an
electron teml)erature behavior.
important role in governing the electron density
DIURNAL VARIATION OF ELECTRON distribution to altitudes well above the F2 peak.
TEMPERATURE In Figure 5 is presented an idealized representa-
tion )f the latitudinal behavior of N, prepared by
As illustrated in Figure 2, the Explorer VIII Jackson (private communication) by combining
satellite results suggest a significant increase in _opside sounder (Lockwood and Nelms, 1963) and
T, during the early morning hours. High valdes ionosonde (Wri_l,t, 1962) results. Other Alouette
of T, in the early morning at the F2 peak are also data (King et al, 1963) ._how that the equatorial lindicated in ground-based backscatter observa- anomaly builds up earlier in the day at tl,_ easterntions (Bmvles et al, 1962) and at higher altitudes longitudes. It should be clear from the illu_ra-by Evans (1964). tion and Equation (1), that in the daytime T,
Early morning maxima in electron temperature should increase with increasing latitude e" the
have been confirmed by use of the Explorer XVII basis of the electron density behavior alone, if we
satellite from which the maximum value of To assume no EUV absorption above 300 km -,nd r,o
is placed near 9h local time (B_'ace et al, 1964). latitude dependence of the neutral gas character-
[.-
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,**o[ .'c,,oNnENS,,,,,_u.,,sof,o'/c,,' would exist at the equator, and tile higher prob:t-
i 'ooT " _---- bility of (b) the photoelectron diffusion effect and_°°-l-- --_20_-- MO,N,.O (C) additional sources of ionization. Tile earlier10 _ --.
2,. i-- .... h....---_---;---.- ..... -_.... results of Evans' taken in March-April 1962,
ot _ L , A show daytime ratios of T_/T_ of up to 1.6 in tl,e
MIt 300-400 km and that T, increases with altitude up1000 I I
_ ,00 __ s_ to 700 km (Evans, 1962). In more recent results
i 3o _ __I EA'LT "
600_ _._- ---_._....._ _ taken during July 1963, Evans (1964) offers two
""o______ tm'N°°N possible interpretations for his daytime data ob-
200_ ---d
- --_,_ tained for altitudes up to 700 km: (a) if the ionic
°l , , --qMh constituent is all ()_, T, and T_ continually in-
i_-l-,00 __;o_ crease with altitude t° vahws °f 2320°K and
,0o___,,_ L,,, 2040°K at. approximately 700 km or (b) assuming
,00_ .... __ ,m,_oo, a mixture of 80 percent O+ and 20 percent lie + at
. _oo-r-_-.--_--_-----------,o_---_-.-_-"--_ 700 km, T, maximizes at about 450 km then de-
* o ,o'._/ 0" ,¢s'_:_t, t,N_._..-"-_1_0s 30s ,¢s creases to 1960°I( at 700 km while T, increases to
_.G..,c _ou,fo_ o,oo,.,..ct,,,,uo_ a value of I;10°K at 700 km. The trer.d of ion
composition results (Hanson, 1962; Bourdeau et
FmortE5._ldealized representation of equatot,ai anomaly al, I962; Bowen et al, 1963; Gringauz et al, 1963;
along 75*W meridian based upon data by Lockwood Taylor et al, 1963) would imply that the latter
and Nelms (Topside) and J. W. Wright (Bottomside). alternative is the more likely. If so, it would I)e
consistent with high values of Q/N,"- permitting
istics. An increase of daytime electron tempera- high values of T, especially bch)w 450 kin, and the
tures with latitude is indicated by all three possibility that coolil:g to light ionic constituents
methods of charged particle temperature investi- is becoming effective above 450 km. It should I)v
:_ gallon for altitudes below about 800 km. Alouette noted that Equation (1) applies only f,r ()_ and
satellite data suggest constant electron scale that the cooling efficiency to i,ns should be in-
_ heights above 800 km (King et al, 1963). versely prol)ortional to the ionic mass, ;:h.
t The ground-based incoherent backscatter re- Direct electron tcml)erature me'lsurements
, suits at the geomagnetic equator (Bowles, 1963) meast:red with the use of the Ari(,l satellite 'dso
show that in the region 200--350 km T,/T_ is close show that T, significantly incre.lses with latitude
to 2 during the daytime hours, maximizing at about (Willmore et :ti, 19fi3) the steei)est gradit,nt cen-
275 km. Above about 400 km in the daytime the tercd at a geomagnetic latitude of about 20°. The
results show that Ts/T_ is unity. Daytime ion midday T, value given at the geomagneti(' equator
temperatures (Bowles, private communication) for _,n altitutle of 400 km is al),,ut 900°K whi,.h
• for March 1964, in the vicinity of 1000°K are t_mpares favorably with T_ giv(,n by Harris-
observed Depending on the adequacy of the Priestor for the l,crtinent level of solar activity
Harris-Priester reference atmosphere, this wouhl and with the 7'_ measurements of B,)wles. The
put an upper limit on TILT, of 1.2 even (luring trend of the latitude variation at 400 km fr,m he
solar minimum eond:tions. Low values for T,/T o Ariel satellite is generally consistent with the lat,-
at high altitudes would be expected near the tude variation N, and thu_ both the ground-based
geomagnetic equator because of the generally results of Bo_les and of Evans (Willmore ct al,
higher values of N, and because near this location 1963).
. diffusion of photoelectrons vertically tends to be However, the situatioa abov(_ -t00 km is more
inhibited. This supposes heating only by EUV complicated. The Ariel results :_how T, increas-
radiation, ing with altitude up to maximum heil;ilt of the
The incoherent backscatter results of Evans observations at all latitudes. The continuing in-
(1962, 19&t) t .on near 50* north magnetic lati- crease with altitude of T, from Ariel at higher
tude show dt _'tically different oehavior of charged latitudes wouhl be consistent with the 1962 results
particle temperatures. This would be expected of Evans but not for the likely possibility which
because of (a) the generally lower value of N, than Evans offers th;_t T. "ecreases abo\'c 450 km for
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his 1963 results. We suffer here in the compari- departure from temperature equilibrium in the F
son from a lack of simultaneity ;n the observa- region at 50° north magnetic latitude. The deft-
tions. An increase of T, at all altitudes in 1962 nite evidence from the Ariel satellite for quite sig-
is perhaps reconcilable with a possible decrease in nificant departures from temperature equilibrium
T, above 450 km in 1963 on the base of a lowering a_ night at medium latitudes have been confirmed
with solar activity of the O+-He + transition by rocket measurements (Brace et al, 1963). The
altitude. Ariel results show that the nighttime departure
The fate of the photoelectrons which apparently from equilibrium becomes more pronounced at
escape from the altitude of their formation is not the higher latitudes. The nighttime source re-
yet clear. We have made a case that for the quired to explain the Ariel observatio,is has bee,
December 1962 mid-latitude profile the ratio of estimated to be less than 30 percent of the day-
Q/Q, possibly is large enough that the high values time EUV heat imJut (Wi;,more, 1963).
of T, observed up to 500 km at mid-latitudes As a.l example of the sensitivity of nighttime
could be explained on tim basis of the EUV effect electron temperatures to small sources of heat in-
and heat conduction in the electron gas. In his put, consider Equation (1) and the fact that for_
interpretation of the daytime altitude behavior solar minimum conditions, N, varies by a factor
of T, from the Ariel satellite, Willmore (1963) of 4 from day to night at 400 krn (Bauer and
finds that for altitudes up to 600 kin, the altitude Blumle, 1964). From these considerations, it can
dependence of the heat input computed from the be shown that less than 10 percent of the daytime
observed T, and N, (cf Equation 1) follows the EUV heat input would be required at night to
scale heigh_ of atomic oxygen and thus also con- maintain the same temperature difference
eludes that the main energy input below f_0 km (T,-Tp) throughout the day.
is by the photoionization of atomic oxygen. He
additionally finds tha_ the increase of T, above SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
806 km can _)eexplained by additmr.al energy in-
put from the photoelectrons diffusing fl )m belcw For all temporal conditions and latitudes, large
together with the main energy loss mechanism departures frora temperature equilibrium
being thermal conduction in the electron gas (T,/T,__2) are observed in the daytime lower F
rather than collisions with positive ions. His region at the altitude of maximum rate of electron
conclusions assume that the photoionizatior, of productions. Moderate but significant daytime
helium is unimportant and additionally dep ,_ld values for T,/To are maintained to very high
on an assumed model atmosphere, altitudes in winter at mid-latitudes in ti e middle
of the solar cycle. Daytime mid-latitude data
NIGHTTIME CHARGED PARTICLETEMPERATURE taken for summer and/or solar minimum condi-
MEASUREMENTS tions when electron densities generally :.re much
The charged particle temperature measure- lower reveal much larger values of T,/Tf persist-
ments of Figures 2 and 3 are too sparse and the ing to altitudes well above the F2 maximum.
dependency on the assumed reference atmosp.here There is considerable evidence at least for alti-
too critical to draw firm conclusions about depar- tudes be|ow 600 km that the diurnal electron
tures from temperature equilibrium at night for tem-)erathre maximum occurs in the early morn-
mid-solar cycle conditions. Bowles et al (1962) ing. Observed increases of daytime electron ]_
observe that T,/T_ is unity at night at the gee- temperature with latitude follows the observed
magnetic equa'_or with Tt__600°K, the latter electron density which is under geomagnetic con-
value being in fair agreement with the Harris- trol. All of these temporal and latitudinal tren.
Priester reference atmosphere. Remembering in the observed electron temperature are consis-
the different altitudes and times of the observe- tent with EUV as the predominant daytime source
tions, Willmore et al (1963) report that at 1006 km of electron heating. The uncertainties in calcu-
midnight values of T, increases from about 800°K lating the EUv effect me.t'e it difficult to infer
at the equator to 1400°K at 60° magnetic latitude, other possibi,- 2aytime heat s.:_,rcvs at the present
Evans (1964) indicates a small but significant time. The char _.-dparticle temperature _',serva-
i
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._ tions strongly suggest the possibility that not all Bowv.._, P. J., IL L. F. Bovr, W J. ltAITr ap,d 2-. 1'.
of the EUV energy is locally deposited, an impor- 'V,,LMO_, Prec. Royal Soc. A., in pre_-_, l,lcsented
__' tant factor to be con,_dered in '_he theories of May 1963.
_ BowLEs, K. L., Dens E, It., and Ga_:r.._, J. L., Journ.
,; formation of the ionosphere. There is some 2"¢i- Nail. Bureau Standards, 66, 395 1962.
_ dence principally from baekscatter experiments Bow_s, K., XtV Gene,'d Assembly of URSI, Tokyo,
that the ion temperature is controlled by electrons September 1903.
.:, at very high aItitudes. P._Acr_, L. 11., N. W. Sr):NCEa, and G. R. C._m(;,uAN,
_ Significant departures from temperature equi- Journ. Ge_phys. Res., 68, 0397, 1963.
",' laaAC_, L. tI., N. W. SrENC):a and A. l)AL,._muo, AGIY,
": librium at night have beer_ observed especially for Wa._hingt()n, April 1(,164.
_° conditions close to solar minimum. The esti- DALGARNOA., McELaoV, M. 13. and MOFF'_% R. J.,
• mated intensity of this additional heat source Plan. & Si)ace Sci., i1, 46"L 1963.
[ increases with latitude but at all latitudes is only Ew,us, J. V. a:,d M. Lo_sw_:.UTn.U,, URSI, Wtu_hington,
: April l!Wa4.
a fraction of the daytime EUV effect. EVANS, J. V., Joua.u. Geophys. 67, 49(.)4, 1962.
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